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Ahs6racÉ

The radiation damage in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices

induced by microwave electron cyclotron resonance NrO plasmas has been

studied. The radiation damage was determined by measuring the change of
the interface trap density (D,,) and the oxide charge density (e") in Mos
devices. The radiation damage was measured as a function of SiO, film
thickness in the range 200-1000 Å. and device temperature in the range,

25-300 "C, during plasma radiation. Both thermally grown and plasma-

enhanced chemical vapor deposited SiO2 films were used for this study.

The experimental results show that D,, increases to 1012-1013 cm-2 ev-i
with increasing thermal SiO2 thickness. Annealing in a forming gas at

400 "C removes most of the radiation-induced damage. As the device

temperature is increased from 25 to 200 "c during plasma radiation, D,,

decreases from 1013 to 1011 "^,ev-l" A further increase in device

temperature to 300 "C leads to an reverse trend, that is, to an increase in
D,,. The temperature effects imply that the defect generation and

annihilation processes occur sirnultaneously during plasma radiation. The

reported results in this investigation can be explained in terms of the bond

strain gradient and the recombination-enhanced defect reactions models.
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Plasma processing has been well known to create detrimental effects in

metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices [1-5]. This is because a plasma

contains ionizing radiation such as ultraviolet (UV) light, X-rays, ions,

electrons, neutral species, and other radicals. The exposure of MOS devices

to such a plasma environment generates electrically active defects in the

insulating oxide films. These defects can be classified into three categories:

(a) the positive oxide charge; (b) the interface traps; and (c) the neutral

traps. The radiation-induced defects in the oxide films are deleterious to

device performance and induce instability problems. For example,

degradation in reverse current and sudden change in breakdown voltage

for MOS transistors are the typical radiation effects. In order to maintain

the integrity of the MOS devices, it is necessary to reduce these defects

formed either inside the SiOr bulk or at the Si-SiO2 interface. Obviously,

radiation damage is a critical issue that must be overcome before the

integration of various plasma processes in integrated circuit (IC)

fabrication becomes viable.

Nevertheless, plasma processing presents tremendous potential for
submicron technology. Especially in recent advances in dry etching and

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) processes, they offer

a new dimension to the IC fabrication technology. Since the conventional

methods such as wet etching and thermal oxidation are incapable of
producing high quality submicron structures, the demand for alternative
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techniques such as plasma processing is ever increasing. This is because

plasma etching is anisotropic and therefore micropatterns can be

reproduced accurately for submicron features [6-8]. Also, the PECVD

technique can be used to fabricate multilayer circuits and insulating gate

oxides at low temperatures [9-11].

Many investigators have proposed various prototypes of plasma

reactors lLZ-I l for low-temperature plasma processing. One of the most

prominent designs is the microwave Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance (ECR)

reactor which can be used for both etching and film deposition. The

microwave ECR source can generate a high-density homogeneous plasma at

low gas pressures [15], and hence it has become a very popular choice for

microelectronics industry in recent years lL4-16). Since the interest in

microwave ECR plasma processing has been widespreading; therefore the

purpose of the present study is to investigate the radiation effects of such

plasmas in MOS devices.'We chose NrC gas plasmas as the radiation source

in this investigation because NrO gas is often used in the PECVD process

for fabricating SiO2 films [10, 11,17-191. Flowever, the deposited films

exhibit high interface trap densities (101'-l0tt cm-2 ev-l), indicating that

the deposited films suffer severe plasma radiation damage during film
deposition.

Optical emission spectrum (OES) of the NrO plasma reveals that the

UV light is the dominant light emitted from the plasma" Since the UV light

is transparent to the aluminum gate electrode 1201, it would therefore

penetrate the oxide film underneath, thus creating radiation damage in

MOS devices. Plasmas formed by other gases inctuding etchant gases have a

large component of uv light. Thus, the radiation damage by plasmas of
other gases is expected to be similar to that by NrO plasmas, though the
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degree of damage may be different. Annealing of MOS devices after

radiation in a forming gas has been well reco gnized, as a method to anneal

out the radiation-induced defects. We have also studied the annealing

effects on the radiation damage in MOS devices. The future success of
integrating plasma technologies into the mainstream device fabrication

relies strongly on resolving the radiation damage issue. It is hoped that the

present study may throw light on this issue.

In this thesis, chapter 2 gives a brief review of the radiation damage in

MOS devices and the related theoretical models for elucidating this

phenomenon. Chapter 3 describes the experimental techniques and

procedures. Chapter 4 presents the experimental results and the theoretical

models used to explain the radiation effects. Finally, conclusions are given

in chapter 5.
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Although processing plasmas are known to create radiation damage in

MOS devices, some investigators have used various gas plasmas for
annealing and surface cleaning purposes. Ma and Chin tI-41had studied the

radio-frequency (RF) plasma annealing effects in MoS devices. They

claimed that the plasma radiation-induced carriers would undergo a

nonradiative recombination at the defect sites under an applied R.F field.

This recombination process anneals out the radiation damage. Kassabov et

al. [5-9] had also investigated the annealing effects of various gas plasmas.

They used Ar, He, and H, gases as the plasma annealing ambients and found

that the radiation-induced defect charges could be annealed out. Plasma

radiation not only can anneal out defects, but also can create defects,

depending on the radiation intensity and dose. However, in this chapter, we

review only the radiation damage"

This chapter first describes the defect generation mechanisms, which

are well documented in the literature [10-14]. Many investigators [10-14]
have come to a conclusion about the possible processes for the generation

of the trapped charges and the associated trap sites which will be reviewed

in more details. We then discuss the probable origins of the radiation-

induced defects commonly observed in MOS devices, and the necessary

safeguards required to avoid or to eliminate the generation of defects
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during ionizing radiation. One of the techniques known for its capability of
reducing the amount of defects is the thermal annealing. Two of the

prominent arguments regarding annealing mechanisms are described in a

later section to explain the possible reactions for annealing out the radiation

damage.

2.ß, Ðeflecú GexaenaÉåoxa &¡Ãec&aaxaåsnaas

When an MOS device is subjected to ionizing radiation such that the

radiation process itself possesses enough energy to excite electrons into

unbound states, electron-hole pairs are created in the materials of interest.

In the case of MOS device, they are primarily silicon and silicon dioxide.

The radiation can be composed of particles in various forrns; for example,

atomic ions, electrons, photons, or protons are the typical species involved.

As long as the particles have energies greater than the bandgap of the

material (9 eV for silicon dioxide), they can penetrate the material (SiO2

fikn) and eventually create damage there. The radiation damage in the SiO2

film typically consists of three components: (1) the accumulation of
positive charges in the oxide; (2) an increase in the number of Si-SiO,

interface traps; and (3) an increase in the number of neutral bulk traps.

There are four distinct stages lI2, 151used to describe the radiation effects

in MOS devices which result in the aforementioned defects. Figure 2.1

summarizes the sequence of events which occur in an MOS device upon

irradiation.

In stage 1 shown in Fig. 2.1, we can see that initially the ionizing

radiation interacts with the SiO2 film to produce the electron-hole pairs.

The amount of energy required to generate each charged pair is about 17
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(4) Radiation-Induced
Interface Traps
within Si Bandgap

(3) Deep Hole Trapping
nea¡ Si-SiO 2lnterface

(2) Hopping Transport of
Holes through Localized
States in SiO, Bulk

(1) Electron-Hole Pairs
Generated by Ionizing
Radiation

F''üg" 2.1 A schematic representation of basic radiation effects in MOS
structures. (After oldham, Mclean, Boesch Jr., and McGan'ity lrzl)
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to 18 eV in average ll2, 151. once these charged pairs are created, one

portion will undergo an initial recombination process. The other portion is

subjected to further transport process through the oxide layer depending on

the electric field at the time. Electrons are much more mobile than holes in

Sio2 [15-18]. They are usually swept out of the oxide in a time of 1

picosecond. On the other hand, it usually takes only a few picoseconds at

most for the recombination process to be completed. This is the same

amount of time required for the mobile electrons to be driven out of the

oxide. This means that a major portion of the radiation-induced holes is left

behind near their points of origin. This portion does not take part in the

recombination process at all. Hence, the immobile holes remaining inside

the SiO2 are then transported toward the Si-SiO2 interface via a

complicated stochastic trap-hopping mechanism as indicated in stage 2. This

hole transport model is based on the continuous-time random walk

(CTRW) formalism developed by Montroll and Weiss [19]" The theoretical

background regarding this formalism will be explained in the next sub-

section.

As the holes approach the interface region, a fraction of them are

captured by the intrinsic deep trapping sites. This hole trapping

phenomenon is the third stage of the overall radiation response in the MOS

device. trt is responsible for the formation of the positive oxide charge and

the bulk traps inside the SiOt film. The presence of these trapped holes

induces the electron capture action where the electrons are usually

provided from the silicon substrate. In addition, this phenomenon also

plays a vital role in the build up of the interface states in stage 4. These

simultaneous conditions subsequently forrn the interface states through the

reactions happening at the Si-SiO2 interface. These four distinct stages
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represent the basic radiation effects in the MOS device. The origins of

these defects are discussed in a later sub-section.

2"ß,"k Käoåe T'a"axaspon6 nxa gå@2

The hole transport mechanism originated from the generalized CTRW

model was used by Lax and others [20, 2l] to describe the dispersive

carrier transport in disordered solids. However, Ausman, Hughes, and

Mclean 122,231later adopted this model as a physical basis to describe the

hole movement in SiOr. The major feature of this transport model comes

from the fact that it contains a broad distribution of individual microscopic

events because of the variations in carrier mobility. Consequently, this

results in a wide distribution of transit times of the individual holes

throughout the material (SiOt. On the basis of this broad distribution of

event times, two distinct situations have been identified during the transport

process. They are depicted schematically nFig.2.2.
The first mechanism concerns the holes transit across the SiO, fikn in

a very short time. It is accomplished through a succession of rapid hopping

events as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a)" The success of each hopping event between

adjoining traps is often enhanced by a phonon-assisted tururelling transition,

which depends on the thermal fluctuations inside the lattice network at the

time. Due to the amorphous nature of the sio2 film, the random

distribution of intersite hopping distances and bond angles causes the

overlap of intersite charge transfer. As a result of these anomalous

variations, the inherent hopping transfer processes lead to deviations in

hopping times.

The second mechanism concems the motion of the slower, immobile
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Fig. 2"2 Schematics diagrams illustrating two of the possible hole
transport mechanisms within the SiO2 bandgap: (a) hopping transport via
direct hole tunneling between adjoining traps, (b) trap-mediated hole
conduction process in valence band. (After Mclean, Boesch Jr., and
Cldham t15l)
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holes in which the movement is mediated by trapping through a sequence

of multiple traps. Usually, the holes move via normal band conduction

between the trapping events" The trocalized trap states are randomly
distributed in energy E between the E. (conduction band edge energy level)

and the Eu (valence band edge energy level) as indicated in Fig. 2.2 (b).

The variation in the trap energy level leads to the fluctuations in the

thermal release rates from the traps. This results in stochastic transport as

shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). These two mechanisms contribute to the dispersive

nature of hole transport in SiOr. They are the cornerstones for the

formation of the radiation-induced defects in the SiO2 bulk or at the Si-

SiO2 interface. These hole transport models describe how the various

defects are created. The origins of the different defects are described in the

next section.

2"î"2 @rågåras @fl 6åae Radåatåom-ÃÃ?dååced Ðeflects Ëxa

VãtS Ðevüces

The radiation damage in the VIOS devices consists of three types of

defects; they are the positive oxide charge, the interface traps, and the

neutral bulk traps. The paths that lead to the formation of these individual

defects may seem to be irrelevant at first glance; however detailed analysis

proves them otherwise. Since electron-hole pairs are generated in SiO,

upon irradiation, these carriers, along with those injected from the contacts

through internal photoemission, will transport throughout the SiO, film

according to the electric field at the time. V/e know that the mobile

electrons are driven out of' the oxide in a very short time. The holes

remaining in the oxide are subjected to a further transport process as
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described in the previous section. However, some holes which fall into

traps inside the oxide during the transport process will be trapped there;

others are captured by neutral bulk traps created during the ionizing

radiation process, leading to the accumulation of trapped holes. This hole

trapping event results in the formation of a net positive charge as

illustrated in Fig. 2.3 1151. Holes which have avoided trapping at this stage

proceed to their normal transport process as they approach the Si-SiO,

interface. Holes may also encounter electrons injected from the silicon

substrate. In this case holes are subjected to a recombination process. The

transporting holes may capture electrons from the Si substrate and create

interface traps once they arrive at the interface. This clearly illustrates that

the radiation-induced holes can be turned into positive oxide charge or

interface traps depending on the eventual fate of those transporting holes.

The penetrating radiation also breaks up the bonding network of the

SiO2 film and leads to subsequent structural rearrangement. V/hile some of

the broken bonds may be able to restore their original statns upon the

initial electron-hole recombination process, others may remain broken and

give rise to electrically active defects. These defects are the main source

for the eventual build-up of various charges and associated traps depending

on their location. For example, they can either serve as neutral trap sites

for subsequent trapping of carriers (holes) in the SiO2 bulk as described

above or act as interface traps themselves at the interface. Moreover, the

rupture of strained Si-O bonds located near the Si-SiO2 interface can also

result in the formation of interface traps because the non-bridging oxygen

defects are easily diffused toward the interface [15,24]. This leaves the

dangling Si bonds behind, which subsequently form the interface traps.

Besides the radiation-induced defects, there are the intrinsic ones located
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inside the SiO, bulk or at the Si-SiO2 interface. It has been reported [10,

161 that the relatively weak Si-F{ and Si-OH bonds are always present in
SiO2 and they are one of the main sources of impurities, because impurities

such as hydrogen or hydroxyl groups could be released upon bond
breaking activities. These impurities are very mobile within the SiO2 film,
and they can easily migrate to the Si-SiO2 interface. Once they reach the

interface, they can also break the si-H bonds residing there. Hence, the

dangling Si bonds are formed with either the H, or the Hro as the by-

products. The formation processes of the radiation-induced defects are

summarized in Fig. 2.4.

2"2 Araxaeaååøag of R.adåatüos?-ãxedwced Ðeflecfs

Thermal annealing is a commonly used technique to reduce the amount

of defects and associated traps formed during the radiation of MOS

devices. The exact mechanism is not clearly established but it is generally

agreed that thermal energy is the key catalyst to promote and sustain the

various reactions during annealing. Although the exact anneal reactions

have not been identified and understood completely, there are two
conclusive arguments which have been well documented in the literature.

The first concerns the bond relaxation mechanism during annealing while

the second relates to the hydrogenation of defects enhanced by annealing.

These two mechanisms form the basis for the explanation of how radiation-

induced charges and trap sites are compensated and passivated during the

annealing process. These two mechanisms are used to explain the reduction

of the radiation-induced positive oxide charge and interface trap density.
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2"2"& R.eåaxa6åora ofl S6raåsaed ffiomds

The thermal arurealing model is based on the hypothesis that annealing

tends to relieve the stress induced on the Si-O strained bonds at the Si-SiO2

interface by a high temperature oxidation process 124-271. These strained

bonds located at the Si-SiO2 interface are caused either by the lattice

mismatch between the Si substrate and the SiO2 fikn (intrinsic stress), or by

the differences in the thermal expansion coefficients between the two

materials (extrinsic stress). As a result, the annealing action can reduce the

defects and related traps located at this strained region near the Si-SiO2

interface through a thermal reorientation process [24]. This implies that it
heals the strained bonds. Figures 2.5 (a) and (b) show schematically the

bonding arrangement of the SiO, lattice network and its interface with the

Si substrate before and after the annealing process, respectively. It can be

seen that the dislocations of the Si-O bonds at the Si-SiOz interface region

during the oxidation process make the Si-O bonds to stretch tightly to

match the silicon lattice. Since the stress on these strain bonds is being

applied either intrinsically or extrinsically, the distortions of the Si-O

bonds appear throughout the interfacial region indiscriminately so as to

match the silicon lattice. However, the strained Si-O bonds are relieved and

reaffanged after annealing as shown in Fig. 2.5 (b), because the heat

treatment relaxes the stress on the SiO2 lattice network and the Si-SiO2

interfacial region through the thermal vibration of atoms. This thermal

annealing process thus eliminates the bond distortions.

Ionizing radiation can penetrate the SiO2 film and creates defects not

only within the bulk, but also at the Si-SiO2 interface. The purpose of

annealing is to repair the bond rupture caused by the radiation. Thus, the
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vacancies left between the broken Si-O bonds may be filled by other atoms

that have been dislocated earlier. Also, the strained bonds between adjacent

trap sites are annihilated again via lattice vibrations. The silicon dangling

bonds are also known as the interface traps in which they all have an

unpaired electron 1241. During annealing, neighboring dangling bonds may

be paired thermally through the reorientation process l24, zg). The same

can be said for the oxide traps in which the non-bridging oxygen atoms

responsible for trapping may be united through the lattice vibration
process. This is because the vacancies created by bond rupture during

ionizing radiation are filled by the atoms in the vicinity 124,281. The above

arguments support the idea that thermal energy plays a vital role in
accomplishing the annealing effects.

The radiation-induced defects residing near the Si-SiO, interface

region are also passivated due to the diffusion of impurities, because

impurities such as H and OH often found in SiOr, may recombine with the

trivalent silicon defects to form the electrically inactive Si-H and Si-OH

bonds as shown in Fig. 2.5 (b) t101. This chemical reaction forms the

second argument regarding annealing mechanisms.

2"2.2 Ë{ydnogema6å@m ofl ÐeflecÉs

This second annealing mechanism relates the diffusion of hydrogen

species to the Si-SiO2 interface as a catalyst to activate the chemical

reactions occurring there. The hydrogen sources may either come from the

ambient introduced intentionally during the annealing process, or the

moisture absorption by the SiO, surface in such a way that the hydroxyl

(oH) group may act as an annealing agent t281. The atomic hydrogen
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released from the metal-Si02 interface is well recognized during post-

metallization annealing (PMA) 1291. These mobile hydrogen species tend to

diffuse to the Si-SiO2 interface and react with the defects in the SiO, bulk

or at the Si-SiO, intertace.

Radiation-induced defects such as the positive oxide charge and the

interface traps originate from the broken Si-O bonds due to the ionizing

radiation. These defective bonds exist in the form of non-bridging oxygen

hole centers =Si-O * (oxide hole traps), or as silicon dangling bonds =Si '
(interface traps), in which "=" denotes three back bonds with oxygens in
the Sio, network and "*" denotes an unpaired electron. However, the

arrival of the mobile hydrogen species enables the defects to be annihilated

and restores the bonding network through the following processes:

=Si '+ F{ -+ =Si : H

=Si+ + OH- -+ =Si : OH

=Si-O " * Ftr -+ =Si : OH

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2"3)

Processes (2.I) and (2.2) show that the dangling Si Bonds react with the

hydrogen atom and the hydroxyl group to form the Si-H and the Si-oH
bonds, respectively. Process (2.3) shows the reaction between the non-

bridging oxygen hole center and the hydrogen atom, which produces the

Si-OH bond. These reactions implies that hydrogen species are the key

ingredients to passivate the defects so that the resulting products become

electrically inactive in the MOS devices.

The hydrogenation effects described above confirms the irnportance of

thermal energy in the annealing process. Basically, thermal energy serves
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three main purposes: (1) it promotes the generation of active hydrogen

species, most likely atomic hydrogen; (2) it enhances the diffusion of those

hydrogen species; and (3) it drives the defect reaction processes. As a

result, with the proper control of the annealing conditions such as the

ambient and temperature, the electrically active defects can be passivated

and deactivated during the annealing process.
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This chapter begins with describing the experimental steps required

for fabrication of MOS devices. This includes the silicon substrate cleaning

processes and the subsequent oxide fabrication steps, and the metallization

process. After that, the plasma radiation procedures and subsequent

annealing treatments will be discussed in some detail.

we have measured the optical emission spectra (oES) of the Nro
plasmas and used the capacitance-voltage (C-V) method to measure the

change of the interface trap density (D,) and oxide charge density (e") and

hence to evaluate the variations of defect concentration before and after

plasma radiation. These characterization techniques are also briefly
described in the following sections.

3.3- Süååcoxa Su.ahs6naÉe Cåeareåxag Fnocesses

The silicon substrates were n-type, (100)-oriented, 2-8 e-cm. we used

the RCA standard clean method [1] to clean the silicon substrates prior to
the fabrication of SiO, films. The cleaning chemistry of the RCA standard

clean was originally developed by Kern and Puotinen [2] regarding the

cleaning solutions for silicon semiconductor technology. Recently, Kerrr
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modified the cleaning methods based on his research in this atea, and his

modified method was used for this investigation.

The RCA standard clean is a two-step oxidizing treatment with
hydrogen peroxide solutions. The two-step treatment consists of an alkaline

mixture at high pH followed by an acidic mixture at low pH, and this is the

basic framework for the RCA standard clean. The first step in the cleaning

procedures starts with immersing the silicon substrates in a mixture of
deionized water, and MOS electronic grade HrO, and NHaOH solutions.

The volume ratio of H2O:H2C2:NH4OH is 5:1:1 The silicon substrates are

then subjected to a second immersion in a mixfure of deionized water, and

MoS electronic grade HrO, and HCI solutions. The volume ratio of
Hro:Hror:HCl for the second solution is 6:1:1. These two steps are known

as the standard clean 1 or SC-l and the standard clean 2 or SC-Z. The

immersion time is 10 min at 75-80 "c in each of the solutions.

Following each treatment, the substrates are rinsed in flowing
deionized water with resistance of 17.6 MÇ)-cm to remove out any solid

particulate that might reside on the silicon substrate surface. Subsequently,

the substrates are subjected to a HF etching treatment by immersing them

in a 100:1 FIrO:HF solution for 30 sec. This treatment not only removes the

hydrous oxide film formed immediately after each SC-l and SC-2 step, but

also makes the substrate surfaces hydrophobic so that the moisture content

on the sudaces can be minimized [1, 3].
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3.2 Så@z Fååxaa Fahs'åcæ6åosa Pnoaesses

After the cleaning procedures, the silicon substrates were ready for

oxide fabrication. Two different techniques were employed for the

fabrication of the SiO2 films; they were: (1) the thermal oxidation and (2)

the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Since the oxides

fabricated from these two methods were structurally different, it is

interesting to see whether the growth mechanism might play a role in the

sensitivity of the MOS devices to the ionizing radiation. In the following,

we will describe these two methods separately.

3"2.& T'Eaen"amaå @xådaÉüoxa

Thermal oxidation is a growth technique based on mainly the diffusion

of the oxidizing species into the silicon substrate surface. The SiO, films

are generally grown on the silicon surface. With the rupture of the Si-Si

bonds on the silicon surface through thermal activation, the oxidants react

with the Si following the reaction:

Si+O2 sio2

thermal
energy
-+ (3.1 )

The thermal Sio, films used in this experiment were grown in dry

oxygen at 1100'C. Before the silicon substrates were loaded into the

diffusion furnace for thermal oxidation, a droplet (- 2 ml) of FICI was

placed onto the qlartz boat that held the substrates. The boat was

immediately placed inside the quartz fribe in the fumace. Dry oxygen was
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then used to flush the quarfz tube for about 30 min. This was the pre-clean

procedure for the quartz tabe before the thermal oxidation of silicon

substrates actually to take place. The addition of HCI to the oxidation

ambient is known to prevent the occurrence of oxidation-induced stacking

faults [4] and to reduce the transition metal contamination [5, 6] in the on-

growing SiO2 film. This is because the Cl atoms introduced intentionally

would react with the Na atoms in the chamber, thus lowering the possibility

of sodium contamination.

After the completion of the pre-clean step, the silicon substrates were

placed onto the quartz boat. The oxidation process took place at 1100 "C

and dry oxygen was fed continuously to quartz tube inside the furnace at

the same time. The oxidation process was terminated when the desired

oxide thickness had been grown. For this investigation, the SiO2 films were

grown with thicknesses varying from 200 to 1000 Å. Following oxidation,

the oxidized samples were quickly (- 5 sec) removed from the hot zone

area to a cool area and cooled there for 30 min. They were then taken out

of the furnace for next processing.

3.2"2 Påæsm?a-ÐNaåaaxaaed Cåaexaaücaå Vapon Ðeposå6üoxa

The PECVD technique used for this investigation involves magnetic

confinement of the energetic particles (electrons and ions) generated by the

microwave gas plasmas. The advantage is that the energy required for
producing a given plasma can be reduced to a minimum at the electron-

cyclotron-resonance (ECR) condition [7]. The interactions among the

energetic particles from the rnicrowave gas plasmas of the gas rnixture of
SiH4 and an oxidant such as N2O or O2, follow the chemical reactions:
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dissociationNzO -) Nz+O

SiH4 + 2O -+ SiO2 + 2H2

or SiH4 + Oz -+ SiO2 + 2H2

(3.2)

(3.3)

ß.4)

These reactions indicate that SiO, film would be deposited onto the silicon

substrate surface. In this case, the SiO2 is grown layer by layer on the

substrate surface. In thermal oxidation, the silicon substrate plays a direct

role during the oxidation process, because the silicon reacts directly with
the oxidizing agents to grow Sio2 film onto the silicon surface.

The PECVD films were deposited using the ECR microwave plasma

processing reactor developed in the Materials and Devices Research

Laboratory at the University of Manitoba. This plasma reactor is shown in

F'ig. 3.1" The details of this reactorhave been published elsewhere [7, 8].

The typical deposition parameters for the PECVD process are: a gas

mixture of 10 Vo SiHa and NrO with a flow ratio of 10:1 NrO:SiHo sccm.

The magnetic field for the ECR condition was 875 G with the microwave

absorption power being 6 W at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. Typical substrate

temperature was held at 300 "C and the deposition time was used to control

the deposited film thickness. The usual deposition procedure began with

loading the silicon substrates into the processing chamber and they were

placed on the floor of the chamber. The silicon substrates were positioned
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positioned in front of the "species selector and energy controller" (SSEC)

[7] as shown in Fig. 3.2. The chamber pressure was about 1 mTorr. After

the completion of the deposition process, the samples were unloaded for

further processing.

Thermal oxidation would also produce a SiO2 film on the back of the

silicon substrate. This SiOr film must be removed before an aluminum (Al)

electrode is deposited on the silicon surface. This unwanted SiO2 film is
removed by an HF etching step using 100:1 HrO:HF solution as etchant. In

the PECVD technique, the SiO2 film is deposited on the front side of the

silicon substrate. Thus, such an etching step is not required.

After the necessary etching step had been completed, the samples were

immediately loaded into a vacuum chamber for metallization. There are

two metallization steps required for the fabrication of MOS devices and

they are the gate electrode and the back contact. The Al films were

thermally evaporated on the back of the silicon substrates first under a

vacuum of 10-6 Torr. The second metallizationstep was conducted on the

Sio2 surface to form an MOS device. Again this was performed at 10-6

Torr onto the Sio2 through a shadow mask to form 5 x 10-3 cmz area gate

electrodes in circular shape. Both the back contacts and gate electrodes had

thicknesses of about 1000 Å. ffris metallization process is the final step for
the fabrication of MOS devices.
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3.4 Påasaaea R.adåaÉËona Process

The plasma radiation was conducted in the same plasma reactor system

as shown inFig. 3.1. However, this time only Nro gas was used to create

the gas plasma as a radiation source. N2O gas is often used in the PECVD

process to deposit sio2 films 17-121. Generally, the deposited sio2 films

have some radiation damage such as a high density of interface traps (10t'-
1013 cm-2 ev-t).To understand the cause of such damage, we therefore

study the effect of the NrO plasma alone on the thermal and PECVD SiO2

films. This also enables us to determine if the ultraviolet (UV) radiation

from the processing plasmas is the main radiation source responsible for
radiation damage, because UV light is the dominant light emitted from the

NrO plasma"

In order to find the defect generation mechanism, we used the same

deposition parameters for plasma radiation. Thus, the Nro plasma was

produced at a microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz with the magnetic field at

875 G under the ECR condition. The chamber pressure was maintained at

10-11 mTorr so that the flow rate of the NrO gas could be set at 10 sccm.

The absorbed power was about 6 W. The duration of plasma radiation

process determines the rate of defect generation as shown in Fig. 3.3. The

oxide films of the MOS devices are 465,Ä, thick for thermal SiO2 with the

device temperature at 25 "C during plasma radiation. The D,, value

increases from 8.3 x 1012 to 1.5 x 1013 cm-2 ev-l for radiation times from

1 to 5 min, respectively. However, further increase in radiation time does

not cause significant change in D,,. The value of D,, saturates at about 2 x

1013 cm-2 eV-1. We chose the radiation iime of 30 min throughoui the

plasma radiation processes, in order to ensure that the rate of defect
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generation does not play an important role in determining the radiation

damage.

As for the device temperature during irradiation, we used four

different temperatures: room temperature (- 25 "c), 100 ', 200 ", and

300 'C. At room temperature, we used the devices with thermal SiO, film

thicknesses of 228,323,465, sjr,741, and 94r^. All the Sio, film
thicknesses were measured using the capacitance method [13]. For device

temperatures higher than 100 "C and beyond, we used only two SiO, film

thicknesses and they were 228 

^ 
and 94L Å. Also at device temperature of

300 "C, we studied the MoS devices with the PECVD Sio2 films at a

thickness of 94L4.. table 3.1 summarizes the combinations of the various

parameters for the plasma radiation experiments.

Four different test structures were used for each radiation experiment.

After the SiO2 film fabrication process, the Si-SiO2 structure was

evaporated with Al contact and it was subsequently cut into four pieces.

Two pieces were subjected to the Al gate electrode deposition process,

while the other two pieces remained bare without gate electrode. Each

piece contains 15-20 MOS devices after metallization and is about I cmz.

The two pieces with the Al gate electrodes are called the "electrode" and

"anÍreal" samples, while the other two without Al gate electrode are called

the "mask"and "bate" samples.

The anneal sample was annealed prior to plasma radiation in order to

investigate whether this processing step has a radiation-hardening effect.

The electrode sample was just irradiated for comparison putposes. For the

mask sample, Al gate electrodes were deposited through a shadow mask in

which the shadow mask was not rernoved from the test structure. The

whole strucfure was then loaded into the plasma processing chamber for
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Tab[e 3.X The combinations of various parameters for the plasma
radiation experiments.

Device
Temperature ("C)

Thermal SiO2 Filrn Thickness (Ä)
228 323 465 57t 74r 941

25

100

200

300

^/

V

^/

^/

^/ ^/ ^/ ^/ ^/

^/

^/r*

x This experimental condition used also for the radiation experiment for the MOS devices

with PECVD SiO2 films.
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radiation experiment. The main purpose of using the mask is to shield the

oxide areas from the plasma radiation so that UV radiation is the only

radiation source that can penetrate the Al gate electrode to the SiO, film

underneath. The bare sample was irradiated so that by comparing with

those having Al gate electrodes, the electrode shielding effects can be

examined based on the differences in the amount of radiation damage

generated. F'igures 3.a @)-(d) show the schematic diagrams of these four

different samples.

The plasma radiation experiments began with loading the MOS devices

into the plasma processing chamber as shown in Fig. 3.2. The devices were

positioned underneath the magnetic field coil. Since the SSEC was

removed, the microwave plasma was in direct contact with the devices. The

radiation process proceeded according to the operating parameters

described above for all devices for this investigation. During plasma

radiation, no bias was applied to the MOS devices, thus the devices being

subjected only to the oxide fields at that time. Once the radiation process

was completed, the devices were taken out of the chamber for
characterization.

3.5 Axrs?eaåËxag Pnoaess

The annealing treatment after the metallizatton process was conducted

in a forming gas (r07o H, in Nr) ambient at 400 "c for 30 min in a

diffusion furnace. It was generally referred to as the post-metallization-

anneal (PMA). This treatment was used as a method to reduce interface

traps and to partially lower the oxide charge density [5, 13]. The pMA

treatment began with passing the forming gas through the furnace chamber
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and allowing it to flow for about 15 min in order to minimize the amount

of dust particles inside the chamber. The MOS devices were loaded onto a

quartz boat and properly positioned so that the devices were at 400 "C

inside the quartz lube chamber. As the annealing process came to an end,

the quartz boat was quickly (- 5 sec) pulled out of the high temperature

region to the low temperature region for cooling. Cool down tirne was

60 min. The same annealing process was used for all devices whenever

needed for annealing treatment. After plasma radiation, the electrode,

mask, bare, and anneal samples underwent the same PMA process to study

the armealing effects on the radiation-induced damage and other defects.

3"6 C&aanacÉenåzatnoxa T'ec&axaåqååes

We used the optical emission spectra (OES) to identify the kind of
species in the microwave NrO plasma, and used the capacitance-voltage

(C-V) method to measure the concentration of defects in the MOS devices

before and after plasma radiation and ensuing annealing treatment. The

defects to be determined are mainly the interface traps and the oxide

charges. The radiation-induced neutral traps cannot be detected by the

usual steady-state measurements such as the C-V method. The neutral traps

generally do not affect the device performance unless the charge carriers

are introduced to the oxide and become trapped.
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3"6.K @pÉåcaå Ðxq?åssåosa spectp"onaaetny ?'eaEamåqeåe

As shown in Fig. 3.1 earlier, the axial optical emission from the

plasma was sampled through a quartz window. A set of qtartz lenses and

mirrors were used to focus the emitting light on a 25 pm slit of a Jarrell-

Ash Monospec 27 spectrometer. It was equipped with a lz00 groove/mm

grating and 1024 diode array EGG-PARC multichannel analyzer. The OES

is usually taken at the chamber operating pressure, which is in the range of
10-1-10-3 Torr. The OES provides information about species in the plasma.

3.6.2 Capacåtaxace-Voåtage WÃetEaod

The high frequency (1 MHz) and the quasi-static C-V characteristics

were measured at room temperature with a Booton 72AD capacitance

meter, a Keithley 610C electrometer, a HP 70358 X-y recorder, and a Hp

41408 pA-meter/DC voltage source. Figure 3.5 illustrates the experimental

set-up for the C-V measurements. The MOS devices were usually placed

inside a probe box in which a probe tip was adjusted to make contact with

the Al gate electrodes of the devices. The C-V curves were plotted using

the X-Y recorder by applying a voltage bias ramped from + 4 y to - 4 v
on these devices with the ramp rate of 50 m V s-1. The interface trap

density and the oxide charge density could be evaluated according to the

changes in the "flat-band shifts" and the "stretch out" of the C-V curves.

The methods for extracting the values of D,, and eo are given in

Appendix A.

In this investigation, we checked the yield of each sample before C-V

measurements were recorded by measuring the breakdown current. The
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measurements. (a) high frequency C-V measurement; (b) quasi-static C-V
measurement.
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yield of the MCS devices is about 50 Vo in general for all samples. We had

measured two C-V measurements for each sample before and after each

processing step. Figure 3.6 summarizes the overall experimental

procedures for all the plasma radiation experiments.
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Fig" 3"6 The overall experimental procedures for all the radiation
experiments.
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ÐWl.wptæw &

Ðxpeø"åøaaewa6æå ffiesaaå6s æsad ffiåse eassåæxa

This chapter documents the experimental results about the radiation

effects in MoS devices. The interface trap density (D,,) and the oxide

charge density (Q") of the devices were measured under various

experimental conditions. The typical effects of NrO plasma radiation on the

MOS devices will be discussed first and then followed with the effects of
the SiO, film thickness, the device temperature, and the type of oxide fitm

fabrication method during irradiation. The effects of post-m etallization-

anneal (PMA) treatment after radiation will also be studied. All results can

be explained in terms of the bond strain gradient and the recombination-

enhanced defects reactions models.

4"ß. Påassma R.adåatåoxa axad An'anaeaåårag Ðflf'ec6s Ëxa

e/gt$ Ðevåces

This section describes the typicat radiation effects in MOS devices.

The change of the measured C-V characteristics is used as the indication of
the effects of plasma radiation and the subsequent annealing.
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4.k"& Påasrsla R.adaafåoxa Ðf'flecÉs

The value of D,, of the Mos devices increases after the Nro plasma

radiation. At the same time, either positive or negative charges can be

observed in these devices. This depends on the pre-radiation treatment and

the strucfure of the MOS devices during irradiation. Figure 4.1 shows the

high frequency (HF) and the quasi-static (eS) C-V curves of a bare sample.

This sample has a SiO, film thickness of 941 Å. tt was irradiated at a

device temperature of 25 'C. The HF C-V curve is stretched out while the

QS C-V curve becomes flattened after plasma radiation. This indicates a

significant increase h Du due to the accumulation of interface traps at the

si-Sio2 interface. The D,, is about 2 x LOr3 cm-2 ev-l. It can also be seen

that the HF C-V curve is shifted to the positive voltage axis implying that

negative charges are created because of electron trapping by the oxide
traps. The amount of Qo ir at -Z x 1011 q cm-2.

4.k"2 Arameaåårag Ðffleafs

After the MOS devices have been subjected to radiation, most of the

radiation-induced defects can be removed by annealing the devices in a

forming gas at 400 "C as shown in Fig. 4.1. The distortions in both the HF

and the QS C-V curves have been eliminated after a PMA treatment,

indicating that the D,, has been reduced from z x r0r3 cm-2 eV-1 to about

1 x 1010 " 
-'ev-1. Also, the HF c-v curve shows a shift to the left

compared to the one after plasma radiation, indicating a reduction of the

negative Q". The Qo has been reduced from -z x 10tt q ,*-' to -5 x 1010

q. cm-z after annealing.
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4"2 @xåde ß'&aåcksaess &epexademce

It is known that the concentration of radiation-induced defects depends

on the oxide thickness (to*) of the MOS devices. The radiation-induced

interface trap density at the Si-SiO, interface follows a power law t!*
dependence [1-3]. The values of the exponent n ranging from 0.5 to 2have

already been reported t1-3l.The oxide thickness also plays a role in the

trapping kinetics of carriers in the underlying films 14-6). This can

eventually result in the of the type of oxide charge (positive or negative)

being created.

we used six different thermal sio, thicknesses, n¿ìrnely, z2B,3z3,

465,57I,74I, and 94L L for this investigation. The results are described

and discussed below.

4.2 "ß. Pne-XnnadåaÉåoxa

F'igures 4.2 and 4.3 show the D,, and the eo as functions of oxide

thickness for the anneal samples. In these figures, curves 1 and 2 represent

the values of D,, and Q" before any treatment and after an initial pMA

treatment, respectively. These values of D,, and eo are used as references

for subsequent comparison with those after irradiation and after final pMA

treatment.

Itt Fig. 4.2, tlrre D1, value in curve 1 increases with decreasing oxide

thickness. This oxide thickness dependence of the D,, has been reported by

Hung et al. [7] and Fuknda et al. [8], who have suggested that it is due to the

processing conditions. However, the initial D,, vaiues for devices of various
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oxide thicknesses prior to radiation all lie in the range of 10i1 cm-t ev-1.

The error contribution from the D,, value will also be of this order.

However, the D,, value after plasma radiation is about 1012-1013 cm-2 ev-1.

Therefore, the discrepancy in the initial D,, level can be considered

negligible as compared to the D,, value due to radiation damage.

Curve 2 tndicafes the lowest possible D,, values that can be reached for

the standard MOS devices without plasma radiation. The D,, value varies

from 5 x 10e toZx 1010 cm-2 eV-l as the oxide thickness increases from

228 Ä ß 94I .4.. Simitar values have also been reported by Nicollian and

Brews [9]. It will be shown later that the D,, values for the devices with

radiation damage will be greatly reduced after the pMA treatment.

úr Fig. 4.3, curve 1 shows that the Qo value generally increases

inversely with the oxide thickness. It increases from 6-15 x 1010 q.--t us

oxide thickness decreases from 94I to 228 
^. 

This dependence can be

attributed to the concentration of the excess oxygen species at the interface

before the termination of the oxidation process. According to the Deal-

Grove oxidation kinetics [10], the thinner the oxides, the higher is the

oxygen concentration at the interface. The large oxygen concentration

generally leads to a higher oxide charge density [7].
In Fig. 4.3, curve 2 shows that the Qo value increases (in magnitude)

with decreasing oxide thickness. These negative charges are introduced by

the initial PMA treatment. Under thermal annealing, electrons are induced

from the substrate into the oxide bulk [11]. Thus, not only are the positive

charges neutralized by the negative charges; but also an excessive amount

of negative charges is accumulated. This is demonstrated by the downwards

shift of curve 2from curve 1, showing a net amount of negative charges.
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&"2.2 Påasm?a R.adåaÉnosa EflfleaÉs

A, ãxa6erflace T'nap Ðexasåfy

The relationship between the D,, and the oxide thickness to* is shown

in Figs. 4.4-4.7 for the four aforementioned sample sets. ln all of these

figures, curve 1 represents the D,, values after plasma radiation. On the

other hand, curve 2 represents the D,, values after final PMA treatment and

it will be discussed later.

Curves 1 of Fig. 4.4-4.7 show that D,, increases with increasing oxide

thickness. This thickness dependence is consistent for the four sample sets"

V/e have calculated the slopes of curve 1 for each sample set and they are

0.55, 0.52,0.42, and 0.39 for the electrode, mask, bare, and arureal sample

sets, respectively. These values indicate that the increase in D¡, after plasma

radiation follows the power law tf* dependence with n varying from 0.3 to

0.6.

Many investigators [2, 3,lz]have utilized the co60 and the gamma-ray

as radiation sources in their irradiation studies. These are high-energy

radiation sources with energies extending to the 1 MeV range. They have

reported D,, also follows the power law tf* Uut with n of the range 0.5-2.

Conversely, the ECR microwave plasmas used in our investigation provide

only low-energy radiation with energies less than 50 eV. Since low-energy

radiation produces fewer electron-hole pairs, thus fewer defects are created

as expected. We believe that the discrepancy in the values of exponent n

obtained here can be attributed to difference of radiation energy from the

different types of radiation sources used.
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Nevertheless, compared to the pre-irradiation D,, value at 1011 cm-2

eV-1 (curve 1 in Fig. 4.2), the plasma radiation has severely damaged the

Si-SiO2 interface, thus leading to such a sharp increase in D,,. This result is

consistent with the oxide films deposited by the PECVD process because

the MOS devices fabricated by PECVD oxides have a high density of
interface traps. It is likely that the Mos devices fabricated by pE,cvD

oxides have already been subjected to NrO plasma radiation during SiO2

deposition.

on the basis of the bond strain gradient (BSG) model developed by
Grunthaner et al. [13], in the bulk of the thermal SiO2, the bonding

network consists of silicon bonds mostly in six-tetrahedra riogs. The Si-O-
si bridge is usually bonded atan angle of r44" lr4, l5l. This is the ideal

structure. However, due to the amorphous nature of thermal oxides,

anomalous bonding structures are expected to occur. Grunthaner et al" [14]
have reported that the thermal oxide structure has 4-member rings and

8-member rings with bond angles at 720" and 180", respectively. These are

the strained bonds in the oxide network. The strained bonds can also be

found at the Si-SiOz interface region. Because of the lattice mismatch

between Si and SiO2, a considerable amount of stress and distortion is

placed at the interface. It has been established that most 4-member (120")

rings are present in this region [13, 14]. This interfacial layer consists of
compositional change of SiO^, from the silicon lattice (x=0) to the

tetrahedrally bonded SiO, amorphous glass (x-Z) t161. Some of the Si-O

bond centers are stretched tightly to match the lattice network due to the

deficiency of oxygen in some bond sites. The amount of strain is therefore

directly related to the proxirnity to the Si-SiO2 interface. This is known as

the strain gradient. This transition layer is estimated to be between 15-30 ,.&
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[13, 14], and is largely dependent on the processing chemistry during

fabrication.

When the ionizing radiation penetrates the MOS devices, rupture of
the strained Si-O bonds will occur in the oxide. Consequently, the broken

strained Si-O bond, denoted as [(SiO)¡ = Si-O ' * Si : (OSi)3], may trap

the incoming carriers to restore the vacant site. This is accomplished

through the trapping of an electron by the silicon dangling bond, (" Si :
(osi)3), or the capture of a hole by the oxygen dangling bond, ((sic), =
Si-O '). Therefore, this activity is said to be amphoteric in nature t161.

According to the BSG model ll3, L4l, the oxygen dangling bond tends to

propagate in the direction of increasing strain; whereas the silicon dangling

bond stays at its original position, as illustrated in Fig. 4"8. once the

oxygen dangling bond arrives at the interface region, it may encounter

with other Si centers and be trapped there, forming an interface trap.

Based on the BSG model, we believe that the thick oxides absorb more

radiation than the thin ones. This increases the probabitity for more

electron-hole pair generation for thicker oxides, and leads to more strain

bonds to be broken in the oxide butk. Moreover, the thick oxides have a
relatively larger strain gradient found from the Si-SiO, interface to the

oxide bulk [5, 13, L4, 17]. This larger strain gradient can efficiently
transport more defects to the interface region. Therefore, more oxygen

dangling bond defects will migrate to the Si-SiO2 interface to form

interface traps.

Of the four sample sets, the electrode and mask sample sets have

consistently higher Di, than the bare and anneal sample sets after plasma

radiation. Table 4.1 shows the D,, values of the four sample sets against the

oxide thickness. The initial PMA for the armeal samples reduces the
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?'able 4"A The D,, values measured
mask, bare, and anneal sample sets
oxide thicknesses.

after plasma radiation for the control,
in which each set contains six different
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number of strained bonds in the oxides. Since the oxide network is
subjected to bond rearrangement and lattice relaxation processes under

thermal annealing, the amount of strained bonds is lowered. This reduces

the number of bonds susceptible to breakage upon ionizing radiation.
Fewer defects will migrate to the Si-SiO, interface for the generation of
interface traps. Therefore, the anneal sample set has the lowest D,, after

irradiation. The bare sample set has a slightry higher degree of D,, than the

anneal sample set. Without the electrodes acting as a top shield, we would
expect that more energetic particles would penetrate and impede the oxides.

The electrode and the mask sample sets have higher values of D,, than

the anneal sample set. Though the electrode sample set generally has a

slightly higher D,, than the mask sample. This may be due to the difference

in area of exposure to the ionizing radiation. The mask samples were

masked by shadow masks leaving only the electrode areas of the samples to

have direct contact with the energetic particles. Thus, fewer particles will
be able to penetrate the underlying oxides. Consequently, fewer strained
bonds will be broken. Nevertheless, the results of D,, from both of these

two sample sets demonstrate that as long as there is area exposed to the

ionizing radiation, radiation damage will be created. Even though the AI
gate electrode is known to protect against the particle bombardment such as

the electron or ions, we believe that the UV radiation is the main cause in
generating most of the defects, because UV radiation is transparent to the

Al gate electrode tl81. Also, the optical emission spectrum of the Nro
plasma shown in Fig. 4.9 indicates that the plasma emits a high intensity of
UV radiation. The penetration of such radiation is most likely the major
mechanism responsible for the radiation damage.
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Figures 4.10-4.13 show the values of eo as functions of oxide

thickness for the four sample sets. Curve 1 in each figure represents the eo

values after plasma radiation. Of the four sample sets, there are two

different trends displayed by curve 1. One trend concerns the electrode and

mask sample sets in which there is a change of charge polarity from
negative to positive. This implies that the number of radiation-induced

positive charges increases with increasing oxide thickness" The other trend

shows that negative charge generation decreases with increasing oxide

thickness. This means that electron trapping becomes the dominant process

during inadiation regardless of the oxide thickness of the samples. This

trend can be observed in both the bare and anneal sample sets.

For the electrode and mask sample sets, the oxide charge polarity is
changed from negative to positive as oxide thickness increases. This means

that the amount of the negative charges generated decreases as oxide

thickness increases as shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.7I, implying that electron

trapping is more prominent in thinner oxides. Negative charges can also be

found in the bare and anneal sample sets; especially for the samples with
thin oxides as shown in Figs. 4.lz and. 4.13. This oxide thickness

phenomenon can be explained on the basis of the BSG model. Most of the

silicon dangling bonds remain behind in the oxide bulk upon the rupture of
the strained Si-O bonds. Thinner oxides have a smaller strain gradient thus

making the silicon dangling bonds even less likely to move toward the

Si-SiO2 interface. This in turn means that the thinner oxides contain more

oxide bulk- traps, thus trapping cf electrons mûre likety to occur.
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However, when the lVIos devices are exposed to plasma, they are

constantly biased by a plasma potential. The magnitude of the plasma

potential is about 20 V under normal operating conditions. Thus, the

floating potential Vr, relative to the plasma, is a negative potential as

illustrated in Fig. 4.14.If we assume that the floating potential is constant

throughout the radiation process; then the thirurer the oxides, the higher the

electric field exerted on the MOS devices. In other words, the thin oxides

experience an electric field as high as j -10 MV/cm during plasma

radiation. This field can lead to electron injection from the Al gate

electrodes into the SiOr. Most of these electrons are subsequently trapped

by the silicon dangling bonds created by bond rupture during ionizing

radiation. These electron trapping activities contribute to the build-up of
negative charges in our samples, especially conspicuous in thin oxides.

As the oxide thickness increases, the charges residing in the electrode

and mask samples after inadiation become positive indicating the change of
charge polarity. For the electrode sample set, the number of positive

charges is generally lower than that of the pre-irradiation values (curve 1

in Fig. 4.3). This means a portion of the positive charges is neutralizedby
the radiation-induced negative charges. Therefore, the negative charge

generation can be said to decrease with increasing oxide thickness. This

trend is consistent even with the effect of electric fietd due to the floating
potential during plasma radiation.

The amount of positive charges found in the mask sample set is higher

than the pre-irradiation values. This implies that positive charges are

generated on top of the positive charges originally residing in the samples.

V/e believe that the positive charge generation is due to the hole trapping.

Since the mask samples are masked by shadow masks during irradiation,
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IJV radiation is the only source from plasma that can penetrate the

underlying oxides. Both the mask and the gate electrode areas can prevent

other energetic particles such as ions or high energy electrons from
reaching the SiO, film, thus the possibility of electron trapping by this

means is greatly lowered.

The UV radiation absorbed by the SiO2 film can produce electron-hole

pairs in it and break the strained Si-O bonds. For thin oxides, the electric

field due to the floating potential is higher so that more electrons would be

injected from the contact. More electrons are therefore available to be

trapped by the silicon dangling bonds, thus creating the negative charges.

For thick oxides, the electrons have a better chance of averting entrapment,

because the UV radiation is usually absorbed near the SiO2 surface [18] so

that the concentration of the radiation-induced electron-hole pairs is higher

near the SiO2 surface. A major portion of the mobile electrons can move

out of the oxide bulk, avoiding to be captured by bulk traps. This leaves

behind a majority of slow-moving holes and they are readily trapped by the

bulk traps, thus creating the positive charges.

The bare sample set has accumulated the highest number of negative

charges as shown in Fig. 4.I2" The large number of negative charges is

complemented by the slightly lower than expected interface traps generated

in these samples. This means that more defects are located in the oxide bulk

than at the interface. During plasma radiation, the entire oxide surface was

exposed to the ambient environment. Without the gate electrodes or masks

acting as shield, more energetic particles penetrate the oxide film, creating

more electron-hole pairs and hence mobile electrons are available to be

trapped by the oxide bulk traps. This resu-lts in an increase in negative

charges.
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In addition, the water moisture in the ambient always readily diffuse

into the oxide at room temperature. The water moisture will react with

= Si-O-Si = as follows:

HrO (vapor) + = Si-O-Si= (solid) e2= Si-OH (solid) (4.1)

where the SiOH centers are the water-related traps. These SiOH centers can

subsequently capture electrons and become negatively charged (SiO-) t9l.
At the same time, it will also release the atomic hydrogen as a by-product.

This atomic hydrogen may diffuse toward the Si-SiC, intertace and react

with the silicon dangling bonds there. This action reduces the defects at the

interface through the hydrogenation process. Therefore, the D,, value for

the bare sample set is lower than expected, while the number of negative

charges is increased.

In the anneal sample set, the concentration of negative charges is lower

than that in the bare sample set. During the initial PMA treatment, negative

charges have already been introduced to the oxide film. The subsequent

irradiation of these samples only increases the number of these negative

charges accumulated inside" The annealing of these samples prior to plasma

radiation annihilates the potential traps such as the silicon dangling bonds

and the oxygen dangling bonds. As a result, hydrogen-related chemical

bonds such as SiH and SioH are formed. Moreover, the strained Si-o
bonds may be relaxed through the healing effect from the thermal

annealing. Subsequently, the passivation of these potential traps tends to

reduce the number of electrons to be captured after plasma radiation" As a
result of this action, fewer negative charges are created in the anneal

samples than those in the bare samples.
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4"2.3,A.Naxaeaååøag Ðflflec6s

In Figs. 4.4-4.7, curve 2 shows that the D,, value after final pMA

treatment increases with increasing oxide thickness. It can be seen that

curve 2 shifts down from curve 1 sharply, indicating that most of the

radiation-induced interface traps had been removed by the final pMA
treatment. The D,, values obtained for the four sample sets after final pMA

treatment are close to the reference values (curve 2 in Fig. 4.2) with the
differences between the two less than + 25 7o for the four sample sets. This

is a reasonable margin of error due to the limitations of our measurement

instrumentation. It can be concluded that radiation-induced interface traps

can be removed by a standard pMA treatment.

In Figs. 4.10-4.13, curve 2 shows that the eo value after final pMA

treatment increases (in magnitude) with decreasing oxide thickness. For the

four sample sets, the Qo values after final PMA treatrnent are close to the

reference values (curve 2) as shown in Fig. 4.3"The deviation between the

two Qo values is within + 20 Vo" This is an acceptable rnargin of error.

Again, the radiation-induced oxide charge can be removed by a standard

PMA treatment"

Based on our findings, the radiation damage created by Nro plasma

can be annealed out by a final PMA treatment. It should be note that the

anneal sample set shows that the application of an annealing treatment prior
to plasma radiation results in a less damage at the interface. This step is a
radiation-hardening effect. This implies that the pre-annealing makes the

underlying oxide film more resistant to plasma radiation. The only
drawback about this anneal sample set is that PMA treatment must be

carried out at the outset. If the number of processing steps is a critical
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issue, then the bare sample set may be the best alternative choice. It should

also be noted that although the defects can be annealed out, it is not

desirable to have such a large value of D,, resulting from plasma radiation,

because the quality at the interface becomes harder to improve once the

damage is done. For D,, values higher than 1013 " 
't ev-l, a high

temperature annealing process is required to remove the defects

accumulated at the Si-SiO2 interface. However, the usage of a high

temperature processing step creates other diffusion problems, which is why

it is not preferrable to have a large concentration of interface traps at the

Si-SiO2 interface.

4.3 Ðevpce T'exaaperateåE e Ðepexademce

The device temperature also plays an important role in defect

generation during the plasma radiation process. Most studies done in this

area have claimed that the increase in device temperature will accelerate

the defect generation process [3,4]. However, the number of radiation-

induced defects does not necessarily increase. For example, the number of
interface traps may be created faster as device temperature increases

during plasma radiation. This implies that the time required for a

saturation value to be reached also depends upon the device temperature.

Similarly, the trapping of carriers may also be accelerated as the device

temperature is increased.

However, we need also to consider the annealing effects that an

increase in device temperature may b.ing about. It has been reported 13,4,

12, 19) that significant annealing occurs for device temperatures larger

than 100 "C. If device temperature indeed has a pronounced annealing
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effect on the MOS devices during imadiation, the radiation damage may be

controlled by adjusting the device temperature.

4.3 "k Pne-Knnadüatåoaa

Figures a.IS (a) and (b) show the D,, values as functions of the device

temperafure for the anneal sample sets. Curves 1 and 2 show the D,, values

before any treatment and after an initial PMA treatment, respectively.

These values named as the pre-irradiation values, are used as references for
comparison purposes. It can be seen that all the D,, values are constant

indicating that all the MOS devices have similar D,, values before

irradiation and after the initial PMA treatment. This ensures that

subsequent changes in the D,, values are only due to the plasma radiation.

The D1, value is about 3-4 x 1011 cm-2 eV-1 before any treatment and

reduces to 5-6 x 10e cm-'eV-t after initial PMA treatment for the thin

oxide samples (228 Ð. on the other hand, the D,, level stays between 1-2

x 1011 "^'' ev-l before any treatment and decreases to 1-2 x 1010

cm-'eV-1 after initial PMA treatment for the thick oxide samples (941 Å).

Figures a.L6 (a) and (b) show the relationship between the Qo value

and the device temperature for the anneal sample sets. Similarly, all the Q"

values are constant before any treatment and after the initial PMA

treatment indicating that the device quality is consistent. Under thermal

arutealing, negative charges are introduced to the oxides as curves 2 shift

downwards from curve 1. This shows an accumulation of negative charges

in the oxide bulk.
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4.3"2 T'åae Påasxma R.adåaûüosa Ðf'flecÉs

.4.. Ksa6enflaae T'nap ÐexasnÉy

The value of D,, always decreases with increasing device temperature

up to 200 "C during plasma radiation, but for temperature higher than

200 "C this trend is reversed as shown in Figs. 4.17 -4.20 for all four
sample sets regardless of the oxide thickness. This implies that D,, reaches a

minimum value at a device temperature of about 200 "C. We believe that

the two distinct stages involve two different defect generation processes.

The first stage concerns the defect generation and annihilation processes.

These are two competing mechanisms occurring simultaneously during

plasma radiation at an elevated device temperature. The defect generation

process begins with the bombardment of various particles from the plasma.

As the device temperature is held at 25 'C, these particles penetrate the

oxides and break the strained Si-O bonds. The subsequent transport of
these broken bond defects to the Si-SiO2 interface leads to the formation of
interface traps, thus increasing the value of D,,. As device temperature

increases, a thermal annealing effect becomes important due to high device

temperature. Curves 1 in Figs. 4.17-4.20 show a decreasing trend of D1, up

to the device temperature of 200'C. This means that the annihilation effect

overrides the generation process. Hence, a net decrease of D,, is observed.

This phenomenon can be explained on the basis of the recombination-

enhanced defects reactions (REDR) theory l}0l.
According to the REDR theory, the recombination of an excess

electron with a hole through a defect center releases a substantial amount of
energy. This energy can cause excitations of the vibration state of the
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defect. Subsequent solid-state reactions involving the defects could be

achieved upon this recombination process. For example, if proper external

conditions exist, the diffusion, dissociation, and annihilation of the defects

are more likely to happen when an additional thermal energy released from

the recombination process is available. The external conditions can either

be the variations of temperature, or doping concentration, or the

application of an external bias. These factors can disturb the bulk
equilibrium Fermi levels of the charge states, and hence they lead to the

subsequent recombination reactions to re-establish the equilibrium
conditions.

In the first stage, the defect annihilation effect overrides the

generation process because the increase in device temperature enhances the

thermal activities in the oxide bulk. This coupled with the thermal energy

released from the recombination, makes annealing of defects possible. This

is why D,r decreases with increasing device temperature up to the device

temperature of 200 'C"

The second stage comrnences when the device temperature rises

beyond 200 "C. Figures 4.17-4.20 show that the value of D,, starts to

increase from 200 "C as the device temperature is further increased. This

implies that the defect annihilation process comes to a saturation level. The

increase h Du is within the order of 1011 cm-2 ev-i for all sample sets. we
believe that the increase in D,, can be attributed to the negative bias-

temperature aging effect. As discussed previously in Section 4.2.2.8, the

MOS device experiences a negative bias during plasma radiation. This
increase in Dr, at temperatures higher than 200 "C indicates that the aging

effect negates the recornbination process by accelerating the carrier

trapping mechanism. This action enhances the defect generation, thus
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partially nullify the annealing effect. Therefore, this is why the trend in D,,

is reversed at high device temperatures.

Nevertheless, the D,, values after plasma radiation remain higher than

the pre-irradiation values (curves 1 in Fig. 4.15) within the range of device

temperature under investigation. It should be noted that the increase of
device temperafure does not totally prevent the defect generation process, it
just lowers the radiation damage. In the device temperature range of 200-
300 oC, the D,, value is on the order of 101' " 

-, eV-1, which is

significantly lower than the values at 25"c (10t'-1013 cm-2 ev-l¡. This
result is analogous to the temperature range being used in the SiO, film
deposition process. Various studies l2I-25) have shown that in the 250-300
'C device temperature range, the electrical characteristics of the pECVD

SiO2 films deposited at these temperatures approach to that of the themal-
quality SiO2 films. Our results support this argument. We have found that

irradiation at the device temperature range of 200-300 "C produces less

interface traps. The D,, value of 101' 
"^-'eV-1 

after plasma radiation is

close to that of the standard high-quality thermal oxides. It is also a

recognized industry standard level for D,,. The decrease of D,, to 1011 cm-2

ev-l is largely due to the annealing effect enhanced by the additional

thermal activities at elevated device temperatures.

For the four samples sets, we do not find a significant difference in the

change of the D,, value with respect to the change of the device

temperature, but the rate of decrease in D,, h the 25-200 'C temperature

range is more drastic for the thick oxide samples. This is mainly due to the

larger strain gradient in thick oxides. At elevated device temperatures,

defect annihilation process becornes dominant because of the annealing

effects. The mobile hydrogen species enhanced by the thermal activation
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are able to passivate the broken bond defects to form SiH or SiOH bonds.

This will reduce the potential trap sites to fonn interface trap charge at the

Si-SiO2 interface. In addition, large strain gradient is also responsible for

the hydrogen transport by accelerating the hydrogenation process. This
explains why D,, is decreased at a faster rate for thicker oxides.

on the other hand, the thin oxides have a lower Dir (1012 cm-2 ev-l¡

than the thicker oxides after plasma radiation. This is due to the relatively

smaller number of strained bonds, thus a smaller bond strain gradient in

thin oxides. As a result, fewer defects are generated upon plasma radiation.

As device temperature increases, the thin oxide samples experience a

higher electric field stress. Defect annihilation is less efficient because the

aging process is also taking place" This will suppress partially the annealing

effects, thus inhibiting the reduction of D,,. Therefore, the decrease in D,,

is not as fast as the case for the thick oxide samples in the device

temperature range of 25-200 "C.

W. &xüde CRaange ÐexasåÉy

Figures 4.2r-4.24 show the values of eo as functions of device

temperature for the electrode, mask, anneal, and bare sample sets,

respectively. There are two trends. The first trend is inferred from
Frgs.4.2r-4.23 regarding the electrode, mask, and anneal samples. The

number of positive charges accumulated in the three sample sets increases

with increasing device temperature, regardless of the oxide thickness. At
low temperatures, electron trapping process is dominant, especially for thin

oxide samples. This is mainly due to the high electric field stress exerted

on the thin oxide samples by the negative floating potential during plasma
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radiation. As device temperature increases, defect annihilation becomes

important because of the additional thermal energy released from the

carrier recombination process. The negative charges are annealed out

under this circumstance, leaving behind the positive charges in the oxide

bulk. The number of positive charges in the oxide bulk increases with

increasing device temperature from 100 to 300 'C, and is higher than the

original Qo values in these samples before any treatment (curves 1 in Fig.

4.16).

The formation of positive charges is largely due to the holes trapped

in trap sites. When the ionizing radiation penetrates the underlying oxide

films in these samples, electron-hole pairs are generated. The radiation-

induced mobile electrons are usually swept out of the oxide films. With the

additional thermal activation inside the oxide films at elevated

temperatures, the electron driven-out process is enhanced. At the same

time, the slow-moving holes are trapped by the bulk traps, resulting in the

formation of positive charges in these samples. The number of these

positive charges accumulated is generally higher in the thin oxide samples.

This can be attributed to the higher concentration of radiation-induced

holes and the injected holes at high electric fields, which are captured by

the oxide bulk traps, thus leading to the increase in positive charges.

The second trend can be seen from Figs. a.z4 (a) and (b) for bare

samples. The number of negative charges decreases with increasing device

temperature. The bare sample receives more ionizing radiation, thus

producing more electron-hole pairs. This makes more electrons to be

captured by electron traps such as the silicon dangling bonds. Also, the

possibility of hot electron bombardrnent and subsequent entrapment is

increased because there is no Al gate electrode to stop the hot electrons to
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impinge the oxide film. This leads to the high concentration of negative

oxide charges in these samples initially.

Depending on the location of the transporting electrons, the number of
electrons moving at higher device temperatures toward the nearest

interface regions, that is, the Al-SiO, interface or the Si-SiO, interface

increases. As more electrons move to the interface regions, less electrons

are available to be trapped by the electron traps inside the oxide bulk.

Therefore, the number of negative charges decreases as device temperature

increases. Furthermore, the number of negative charges is higher in the

thin oxide than the thick oxide, similar to the case for the electrode, mask

and anneal samples, in which positive charge concentration is higher in thin

oxide samples.

The thin oxide samples are more sensitive to oxide charging effects

because charge concentration is higher in these samples after plasma

radiation. The device structure, combined with the device temperature at

the time of radiation can determine the type and the concentration of oxide

charges to be generated in these MOS devices. V/ith proper optimization of

these two parameters, we may be able to control the oxide charging effect

during radiation.

4.3"3 Asaxaeaååxag ÐflflecÉs

V/e have found two trends of D,, values after the final PMA treatment

for the four sample sets. The first trend can be seen in Figs. 4.17 and 4.LB

for the electrode and mask samples, where curves 2 show that the D,,

values after final PMA treatment remain constant within the range of
device temperature under investigation. These values are significantly
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lower than the D,, values displayed by curves 1. This indicates that the

PMA treatment has annealed out most of the radiation-induced interface

traps at the Si-SiO2 interface. V/hen comparing these D,, values with the

reference values shown in Fig. 4.I5 for the two respective oxide

thicknesses, we find close agreement between the two values. The

deviations found from the comparisons are within the margin of errors,

which are about + 25Vo.

The second trend concerns the anneal and bare sample sets as shown in

Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 in which the D,, value after the final PMA treatment

increases with increasing device temperature. This increasing trend in D1,

implies that the interface traps generated at the Si-SiO2 interface during

plasma radiation are more difficult to anneal out. We believe that it is
largely due to the deep trapping of electrons at the Si-SiO, inÞrtace . For

the bare samples, the penetration of hot electrons to the Si-SiO2 interface

or at the nearby region is very likely. Since the SiO, surface is entirely

exposed to the ioniztng radiation during the plasma radiation process, the

energetic electrons that have escaped from the plasma sheath can impinge

the Al gate electrodes to the oxide surface. Thus, this enables the hot

electrons to scatter further deep into the oxide bulk near the Si-SiO,

interface. Similarly, for the anneal samples, electrons are introduced into

the oxide film during the initial PMA treatment where most of these

electrons are in the oxide bulk"

As device temperature rises, the additional thermal energy provides

the opportunity for the electrons in the oxide bulk or at the nearby Si-SiO2

interface region for further transport. The enhanced scattering activities

enable more electrons to be trapped at the Si-SiO2 interface. These

electrons trapped at the Si-SiO2 interface are more difficult to be removed
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by a standard PMA treatment. Hence, the D,, arþr final PMA treatment

increases with increasing device temperature for both the bare and anneal

sample sets. The degree of increase is more pronounced in the bare samples

than the anneal samples, regardless of the oxide thickness. This reinforces

the argument that hot electrons can penetrate directly to the Si-SiO2

interface, forming the interface traps that are not removable by annealing

at 400 'C.

The curves 2 in Figs. 4.2r-4.24 show the Qo values after final pMA

treatment for the four sample sets. At the device temperature of 25 'C, we

have mentioned in Section 4.2.3 that the PMA treatment can remove most

of the radiation-induced oxide charge defects in the four sample sets.

However, as device temperature increases to the range of 100-300 "C

during plasma radiation, oxide charging has a more pronounced effect.

When comparing these Qo values for the four sample sets to the reference

values shown in Figs. 4.16 (a) and (b), we can notice conspicuous

deviations between the two values for the aforementioned device

temperature range. This implies that the present PMA treatment cannot

remove a major portion of the oxide charge defects. For the electrode,

mask, and anneal samples, the positive charges accumulated after plasma

radiation are partially removed. The same situation happens to the number

of negative charges being removed in the bare samples.

We believe that the temperature aging process is partly responsible for

the inability of annealing out the oxide charge defects in these samples. At

the device temperature range of 100-300 "C, the aging process has

enhanced the trapping activities inside the oxide butk. This will likely cause

the transporting carriers to be captured by deep traps due to the additional

thermal activation in the oxide film. These carriers captured by deep traps
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become the trapped oxide charges in the oxide and are difficult to anneal

out. Hence, we can still see the accumulation of oxide charge defects inside

the oxide films of the four samples after the standard PMA treatment.

4.4 Coraapaå'ås@E? ffieÉwees? T'åaenET?æå axld PE,CVÐ
txådes

The PECVD oxides have been the subjects of recent research on the

issue of replacing thermal oxides as gate dielectric s l2l-25). Even though

the as-deposited PECVD oxides have electronic properties approach to that

of the high-quality thermal oxides, the viability of using PECVD oxides as

gate oxides is still in question. One of the reasons that is deterring the

progress of using PECVD oxides as gate oxides is the radiation damage

issue. The PECVD oxides have been known to contain significant amount

of radiation damage. The mechanisms for the creation of the damage

during deposition have not been clearly established yet.

In an attempt to find out whether the processing plasmas are

responsible for such damage, we had measured the defects generated

during the plasma radiation of thermal and PECVD oxides. The two defect

parameters, namely, the D,, and Qo were determined after irradiation and

subsequent annealing. They will be discussed below.
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Table 4"2 tabúates the D,, values for the various samples. Since the

device temperature was held at 300 "C during plasma radiation, we expect

that annealing effects must be involved. At this device temperature, the

defect generation and annihilation occur simultaneously in thermal oxides

during radiation. The electrode, mask, and anneal samples have D,, (after

radiation) close to the reference values (before treatment) for the thermal

oxide case, implying that the annealing effects have partially inhibited the

generation of defects. The bare sample has a D,, of 8.3 x 1011 cm-2 eV-l

after radiation, which is higher than the other three samples with D,, of Z-
3 x 101' 

"^-'ev-l" This shows that the bare sample is more prone to

radiation damage at the Si-SiO2 interface and, that the bare sample without

the protection from the Al gate electrodes is more likely to be bombarded

by hot electrons from the plasma. These high-energy electrons escaped

from the plasma sheath can penetrate deep into the Si-SiO2 interface and

create damage there. Such defects are more difficult to be removed because

they are probably deep traps. F{ence, the D,, value for the bare sampte is

comparatively high.

For the PECVD oxide samples, they have a high concentration of
interface traps (8-10 x 1012 cm-'ev-t) before treatment. This indicates that

they may have suffered severe radiation damage at the Si-SiO2 interface

during the deposition of SiO, films. Subsequent irradiation of these samples

does not increase the D,, value. Conversely, the D,, value decreases

significantly to 4-77 x 1011 cm-2 eV-1 after radiation. The decrease h D,,
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?'abåe 4"2 The D,, values of the MOS devices with electrode, mask,
anneal, and bare structures after various processing steps.

Ð,, ( N tr01t cn*-' eV-t )

Sample Before
Treatment

Initial
PMA

After
Radiation

Final
PMA

1. Electrode
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide
PECVD Oxide*

2. Mask
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide

3. Anneal
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide

4. Bare
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide

2.r
83.0

86.5

1.8

93.0
0.15

3.4

3.0
4.2

81.3

2.8

16"4

2.1

9.6

8.3

5.2

0.20
3.5

4.0

0.19
3.8

0"26
--J.J

0.92
4.3

*: This sample was irradiated at a device temperature of 25'C.
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can be attributed to the annealing effects resulting from the irradiation at

the device temperature of 300 "C. This implies that the PECVD oxide film
contains high concentration of interface traps produced during the

deposition process. The D,, value is about 8.13 x 1012 cm-z ev-l after

radiation, which does not differ much from the pre-irradiation value. This

indicates that the D,, at the Si-SiO, interface of the PECVD oxides does not

change much after plasma radiation. At high device temperatures, defect

annihilation process becomes important due to the annealing effects. It is
therefore important to have the device temperature at a high temperature

when exposing to plasma radiation.

The PECVD oxide film is deposited layer by layer onto the silicon

substrate. During the deposition of the first few monolayers of SiO2 film,

the silicon substrate surface is also subjected to the bombardment of the

energetic particles resulting from the chemical reactions at the surface.

Thus, the Si-SiOr interface is already damaged and therefore the D,, value

for the PECVD oxides is high. The subsequently deposited SiO2 layers

contain fewer strained bonds inside the SiO2 network because the

deposition process is at low temperatures. The Si-O bonding structures

does not suffer the thermal stress as much as in the case of thermal oxides.

The possibility of bond rupture during plasma radiation is greatly lowered,

thus reducing the transport of broken bonds to the Si-SiO2 interface. This

is why the D,, at the si-sio2 interface of the PECVD oxides does not

change much after further plasma radiation.

The Sio2 growth process by thermal oxidation depends on the

diffusion of oxygen species into the silicon surface. The Di, value for

thermal oxides is more dependent on the cleanliness of initial silicon

surface and it is comparatively lower than the PECVD oxides. However,
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thermal oxidation is a high temperature process, the thermal stress on

neighboring Si-O bonds is high, and therefore, more strained bonds are

created in thermal oxides. These strained bonds are more susceptible to

breakage upon irradiation, this results in the radiation damage at the Si-

SiO2 interface in thermal oxides. It has been shown in Table 4.1 that the

941 L thick thermal oxide sample irradiated at 25 "C have â Di, of the

lange 1-5 x 1013 cm-2 eV-l. This demonstrates that thermal oxide is

extremely sensitive to plasma radiation. At the device temperature of

300 "C, defect annihilation process is equally prominent. This is why the

D,, value remains on the order of 1011 cm-2 eV-l after radiation since most

of the radiation-induced interface traps are annihilated concurrently.

ffi. @xåde C&aange ÐexasåÉy

Table 4.3, show that both types of oxides have similar positive eo

values before treatrnent indicating that the Qo values are independent of the

fabrication process of the SiO2 films. After plasma radiation, we observe

two different trends. The first trend concerns with the electrode, mask, and

anneal samples. The charges in these MOS devices are positive, and the

number of these positive charges is higher than the pre-irradiation values,

indicating an accumulation of positive charges. The second trend is that the

oxide charge is negative and this is found only in the bare samples.

The electrode, mask, and anneal samples all have Al gate electrodes

before radiation. During the plasma radiation, most of the energetic

particles can only penetrate the neighboring SiO2 regions that are not

covered by electrodes but the UV light can penetrate the SiO2 through the

Al gate electrodes. For the mask samples, the LJV light is the only radiation
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Tab[e 4.3 The Qo values of the MoS devices with electrode, mask,
anneal, and bare structures after various processing steps.

Qo (xl0toqo*-')

Sample Before
Treatment

Initial
PMA

After
Radiation

Final
PMA

1. Electrode
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide
PECVD Oxide*

2. Mask
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide

3. Anneal
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide

4. Bare
Thermal Oxide
PECVD Oxide

1.0
5.7

6.5

6.8

6.0
-2.6

9.0

21.5

23.9
t0.7

37.6
88.3

20"6

15.5

-4.9
-30.9

1.0
18"3

2.2

14.5

24"6

3.6

9.8

14.9

39.9

*: This sample was irradiated at a device temperature of 25"c.
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source that passes through the electrodes. We therefore believe that the UV

light is the main radiation source responsible for the generation of positive

charges in these three sets of samples. The mask samples have the highest

positive Qo values regardless of the type of oxide films among the three

sets of samples. The formation of positive charges is due to holes trapped

in the bulk traps as has been discussed in Section 4.3.2.8.

On the other hand, the negative charges in bare samples are caused by

electron trapped in traps. The number of negative charges is relatively

higher in PECVD oxide. It is likely that the usage of silane (SiH4) during

the film deposition process involves the reaction between the hydrogen

species and the Si-O bonds in the on-growing SiO, films. This leads to an

increase in SiOH bonds formed in the SiO2 films. However, these SiOH

bonds are weakly bonded 1261, and they can act as electron traps to capture

electrons. The extra number of SiOF{ electron trap centers results in the

higher number of negative charges in PECVD oxides after radiation.

The two aforementioned trends concerning the type of oxide charge

generated after radiation can be seen in both the thermal and the PECVD

oxides. This shows that the plasma radiation process has a more

pronounced effect in the SiOz bulk than at the Si-SiO2 interface. The D,, in

PECVD oxides does not change as much as in the case of thermal oxides

after radiation. On the other hand, the two trends of the oxide charging

effects are equally observed in both types of oxides, though the degree of
changes due to the oxide charging effects is different between the two

oxides.
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Table 4.2 shows that the D,, values after PMA treatrnent are reduced

to the order of 1010 and 1011 cm-2 ev-l for the thermal and the PECVD

oxide samples, respectively. These values are reasonably close to the

reference values (after initial PMA treatment) for the four sample sets

except the thermally grown bare sample. The D,, values are generally

within + 25Vo of the reference values. We believe that the final PMA
treatment is able to remove most of the interface traps at the Si-SiO2

interface for the samples mentioned above. The D,, for the thermally

grown bare sample remains relatively high (9.2 x 1010 cm-2 ev-t) after

final PMA treatment as compared to the values for the other samples. It is
likely due to the entrapment of hot electrons at the Si-SiO2 interface as we

have mentioned in Section 4.3"3. The removal of such defects usually

requires high temperature anneal (> 600 "C) so that bond rearïangement is

possible to unite adjacent dangting bonds at the interface. The present FMA

treatment at 400 "C does not have enough thermal energy to annihilate

most of the aforementioned defects, which is why the D,, for the thermally

grown bare sample remains at a relatively high concentration.

There are two trends from Table 4.3 regarding the values of Qo after

the final PMA treatment. These two trends are analogous to the two

obtained after radiation. The first trend shows that a portion of positive

charges is annealed out for the electrode, mask, and anneal samples after

the final PMA treatment. There is a reduction of positive charges in these

three sets of samples compared to the values after radiation. However, the

radiation-induced positive charges are not totally removed when cornpared

to the values after the initial PMA treatment. There is still a significant
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amount of positive charges remained behind regardless of the type of oxide

films, thus implying that the positive oxide charges are captured by deep

traps. These positive charges are not removed at the present annealing

temperature, indicating a high temperature anneal is required.

The second trend concems with the bare samples where negative

charges are annealed, leaving behind an excessive amount of positive

charges. This shows that the carrier charging process during plasma

radiation has trapped a significant amount of electrons. These mobile

electrons are swept out of oxide bulk during subsequent annealing. This

oxide charging effect will pose a potential device stability problem if the

carrier charging process is not properly controlled after plasma radiation.

The fluctuations of the amount of oxide charge in SiO2 films is more

severe for the PECVD oxides, especially from the plasma radiation process

to the subsequent annealing process for the mask and bare samples. This

agrees with the argument mentioned earlier that the plasma radiation

process has a pronounced effect in the SiO2 bulk. Table 4.3 has shown that

the changes in Qo between the two processes are very significant for the

two aforementioned samples.

Based on the results we have shown, the plasma radiation process not

only creates defects at the Si-SiO2 interface, but also in the SiO2 bulk. This

demonstrates that processing plasmas are partly responsible for the

radiation damage in PECVD oxides during the SiO2 film deposition

process. In addition, oxide charging effects are observed to be a major

problem in both the thermal and the PECVD oxides during plasma

radiation at high temperatures. Oxide charging can lead to carrier injection

and trapping , thus endangering device stability during operation at

elevated temperafure environment.
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The radiation damage io MOS devices due to NrO plasma radiation has

been studied. Two defect parameters, namely, the interface trap density D',

and the oxide charge density Qo are used to evaluate the damage for the

MOS devices with various SiO, thicknesses and device temperatures during

irradiation. Based on this study, the following conclusions are drawn:

The radiation damage in MoS devices is dependent upon the Sio,
thickness of the devices. hr general, the D,, increases with increasing SiO,

thickness after plasma radiation. The increase in D,, follows a power law

tf* with n ranging 0.3-0.6 for our samples. Both positive and negative

charges can be found after radiation, depending on the device structure

during radiation. The number of positive oxide charges increases with
increasing SiO, thickness for device structure covered with aluminurn (Al)
gate electrodes (Al-SiOz-Si structure). On the other hand, the number of
negative oxide charges decreases with increasing SiO2 thickness for bare

device structure (Si-SiO2 structure).

The increase in device temperature during plasma radiation yields two

trends for the temperature dependence of D,,. one trend is that D,,

decreases with increasing temperature for the temperature up to 200'C,
while the other trend is that D,, increases with increasing temperature for

temperatures higher than 200 "C. The change in e" with respect to the

increase of device temperature during piasma radiation also ciepends on the
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device structure. The number of positive oxide charges in MOS devices of
Al-SiO2-Si structure increases with increasing temperature, while the

number of negative oxide charges in MOS devices of Si-SiO, structure

decreases with increasing device temperature.

The Si-SiO, interface of MOS devices fabricated by PECVD oxides is

more immune to plasma radiation than the devices with thermal oxides.

However, the oxide charging effect is more pronounced for devices with

PECVD oxide than those with thermal oxide.

Most of the radiation-induced damage can be annealed out by a

standard PMA treatment. The annealing efficiency is lower at higher

device temperature during radiation indicating that some radiation damage

still remains inside the MOS devices even after the PMA treatment.

The above experimental facts suggest that

(a) The radiation damage depends on the radiation dose applied to the

device.

(b) The MOS devices experience a floating potential during plasma

radiation, thus leading to electron injection from contacts.

(c) The amount of UV radiation absorbed by the underlying oxide

films of MOS devices can determine the type of oxide charge being trapped

in the oxides.

(d) The increase in device temperature during plasma radiation will
enhance the thermal annealing effect. A further increase in device

temperature beyond 300 "C will cause the temperature aging effect

overriding the annealing effect.

(e) The amount of radiation damage can be reduced during the plasma

etching process if it is conducted in the temperature range of 200-300 "C,

where the least D,, is generated.
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(f) Flasma radiation creates traps both in the oxide bulk and at the Si-

SiO2 interface. These traps may trap carriers and also the trapped carriers

may be released from the traps depending on the temperature. This may

result in a serious instability problem in MOS devices.

(g) The MOS devices with PECVD oxides have some radiation damage

due to plasma involved in the PECVD processing.
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The primary method for determining interface trap density (D,,) in

MoS devices is the high-low frequency capacitance method t1l. This

method is based on the fact that the interface trap charge can exchange

charges with silicon; therefore we can apply a gate voltage bias V* on the

MOS device to measure the D,, with respect to the corresponding change in

the capacitance values. The usual "stretch out" observed from the C-V
curve is an indication of the variation in the D,, level at the Si-SiO2

interface.

Typically, the gate voltage bias used in the measurements is

implemented by a ramped voltage technique to apply the voltage sweep on

the MOS device. The C-V curves are usually produced via the voltage

sweep of the MOS device from either the accumulation mode to the

inversion mode or vice versa. The resulting high-low frequency C-V
curves enable us to compute the values for the interface trap capacitance C,,

without additional computation. This is because this technique eliminates

the need for a theoretical computation of the silicon surface capacitance C,

for the MOS device. Since the total capacitance at high frequencies (-1-10
MHz) Csp is given by

C. Co^
11\-.IIF - C, + Co"

(1)
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which is equivalent to the series combination of the oxide capacitance Co*

and the C, of the MOS device. However, at high frequencies, the interface

traps cannot respond rapidly enough to the ac gate voltage so that the

contribution from the interface trap capacitance is negligible. The total

capacitance at low frequencies (-1-10 Hz) Cm is expressed as

11
-I

Cl-p Co* '
(2)

where the ac response of the interface traps can be accounted for at these

frequencies, because the response from the interface traps is immediate,

which contributes to a significant amount of C,,. Since both Eqs. (1) and (2)

contain the C, term, the combination of high-low frequency measurements

omits the evaluation of Cr. By rean'anging Eqs" (1) and (z), we can obtain

the following expressions for the interface trap capacitance

r-. -[ 1
vrt - 

L ct,
_rl-'_[ 1 _ 1l-'

co*J Lco co^l
(3)

(4)

However, Cr, is

cir(Y,)=-ffi=qD¡¡(Qs)

where Y, = band bending, Qi, = interface trap charge per unit area, and Q,

= surface potential measured from intrinsic level at the silicon surface.

Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (4) and solving for D,, yields
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¿;) 
']D,r= 1

q
l( | _ 1ì-'_( t _
L[c* co*) tc*

w) oo,

(s)

(6)

(7)

where C¡¡p and C¡¡ denote the capacitance values at high frequency (HF)

and low frequency (LF), respectively.

Extraction of the D,, value is often quoted at the midgap of the silicon

bandgap because it is a better representation of the overall value across the

silicon bandgap. This is due to the D¡, near the band edges becomes less

precise in describing the number of the interface traps at these regions. As

a result, the Dt, values are usually obtained from the separation between the

HF and the LF C-V curves in the depletion region. In order to extract this

midgap value, the D,, is converted from a function of gate bias to a

function of energy level (8. - E) in the silicon bandgap through the

following relations [1]

*v" I
Ys(vs) = J* [t

-E,+Y-2qù
E.-E

-0e

where Vro = flatband voltage, E. = conduction band edge energy, E =
energy level in the gap, Eg = bandgap energy, and 0e = potential difference

between the thermal equilibrium Fermi level and the intrinsic Fermi level

in the silicon bulk. Using the above relations, we can compute the D,, value

at midgap, which is 0.55 eV below E, with Ee = 1.1 eV for Si at roorn

temperature.
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All the capacitance values quoted above are per unit area. They are

also normalized to the oxide capacitance values so that the C-V
measurements will not be affected by device geometry like gate area and

oxide thickness. Usage of capacitance values in the calculation of oxide

charge density is also treated the same way. The LF C-V curve after

normalization will be referred to as the quasi-static (eS) C-V curve.

(KX) Caåc¿nåafåora ofl @xåde C&aange ÐexasåÉy

The determination of oxide charge density (Q") is mainly based on the

HF capacitance method 11,21. \ü/e can usually infer this density from the

"flatband voltage shift" in the HF C-V curve of the MOS device. However,

in doing so, we must first locate the flatband capacitance C¡6 and the

coffesponding flatband voltage Vro on the C-V curves. Since Nicollian and

Brews [1] have described a widely used flatband capacitance method to

determine the V¡6, we adopt their method because of its simplicity" It is
based on the following relations

11\-fb -
Cr¡, co*

C*, + Co^
(8)

(e)

with
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where Crb, = silicon flatband capacitance, Co* = oxide capacitance, Np =
donor concentration, and e, = permittivity of the silicon. Knowing the

values of C¡6, we can identify the corresponding V¡6 values from the HF C-

V curves.

With the flatband voltage values determined; we can evaluate the oxide

charge density by using an appropriate equation. In doing so, we can relate

these values with the work function difference between the gate metal and

the silicor Wrs. In an ideal case, the flatband voltage is equal to W,n" for

charge free condition at flatband. However, there is a certain amount of
intrinsic oxide charge residing in the oxide film causing the apparent

deviation between v¡6 and w.r, which we denote as v¡6 - W,nr. This

deviation is equivalent to a parallel shift of the HF C-V curve compared to

the one in an ideal charge free situation. Subsequent injection or trapping

of carriers can also lead to a corresponding flatband shift of the HF C-V

curve. The direction of the shift is dependent on the polarity of the charge

carriers. Thus, the Qo can be related to the flatband voltage shift through

t1l

Vru - V/r. do* Qo
(10)

cLox
=- Qo

Co^

where do* = oxide thickness, and rox = permittivity

the relatiotr Co* = ro*/do* is used in the expression.

of the oxide in which
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